
Challenge
TrackR was eager to scale their activity on Facebook and increase performance. However, 

it was time consuming and existing tools were limiting growth. They would often quickly 

burn through audiences, who seemed to be early adopters, and desired to gain more 

customers in the mass-market. Power Editor and all the other third-party tools were 

inadequate for their direct response marketing needs.

Solution
After trying several other solutions, TrackR chose StitcherAds for “the simple, obvious and 

intuitively powerful direct response features,” said Jeremy Fish, Marketing Manager at 

TrackR.

Jeremy found several features that drastically improved efficiency and saved time. The 

primary features that improve efficiency for TrackR are automated UTM tracking URLs, 

automated rules, and being able to easily test ad creative, copy and saving for later use. 

Automated URL Tracking
Using automated URL parameters for each ad set, TrackR is able to track, on a very granular 

level, the performance of every ad.

Automated Controls
For maintaining optimal performance of ads, automated rules are used. These rules will 

automatically pause ads that are not performing to TrackR’s objectives—keeping ads within 

optimal performance requirements.

Creative Testing
 “StitcherAds allows TrackR to rapidly test ad creative and copy on new audiences 

segments and then quickly scale effective ads to larger audiences,” said Jeremy. “Overall, 

we found ads simply perform better when created in StitcherAds.”

Results
Prior to using StitcherAds, Jeremy would spend two hours a day on ad creation. Now, just 

20 minutes. That’s 83% less time for ad creation, where he is now able to spend his time 

improving performance. Performance improved, with a 40% increase in RoAS in less than 

one month.
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About TrackR 
TrackR creates tracking devices for keys, 

phone, and wallets. Their smartphone app 

uses a crowd GPS network to locate lost 

items.

Results

 ◆ 83% Greater Efficency
 ◆ 40% Increase in RoAS

“StitcherAds allows TrackR to rapidly 

test ad creative and copy on new 

audiences segments and then quickly 

scale effective ads to larger audi-

ences.”
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